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Change in the Usage of 老 in Chinese Vernacular L iterature 
Matthew Taylor Horn 
Western Washington University 
Abstract: This paper looks at the change in usage of the Chinese character lao (老) in 
vernacular literature of the Tang, Ming, and Xiandai (modern) periods. It is mainly a 
quantitative study of the change in lexical meaning of lao due to its grammaticalization as 
well as  its morphological change from a free to bound morpheme. These changes will be 
studied in relation to lao’s affixation.  
Key words: Lao, lexical meaning, grammaticalization, free, bound, affixation, Tang, 
Ming, modern, Chinese 
1. Introduction and Literature Review 
The character lao (老), being one of the few affixes in Chinese, has long been an object of 
study in Chinese linguistics. From the original adjectival usage as the meaning 'of old age', 
lao has gone through quite the transition to be able to be used as an affix. In a 2007 study1 
of the affixation of the character xiao (小), Yang Aijiao gives the causes for its becoming 
an affix, saying, "We summarize the reasons for xiao's affixation as: the extension and 
grammaticalization 2  of lexical meaning, strengthening of extended meaning, and 
transformation of functional meaning. The reason for the occurrence of xiao's affixation 
lies in its extension of lexical meaning and grammaticalization (Yang)."3 Yang further 
                                                          
1 “小”词缀化原因，词缀化类型的语义学分析 
2 Abstraction; loss of lexical meaning 
3 My translation 
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explains that if the extended meanings are used often and not the original meaning, the 
extended and functional meanings will be appropriately transformed. The extension and 
grammaticalization of xiao's lexical meaning will cause the transformation of its functional 
meaning, and that transformation will in turn cause the lexical meaning to take another step 
towards grammaticalization (Yang). Due to xiao and lao sharing similar functions 
historically4, it would be expected that these processes apply to lao as well. In a 2003 study, 
"Affix lao's Origin and Usage," 5  Peng Xiaoqin states, "'lao' was originally an 
adjective...commonly used to address people of old age, which always had true [lexical] 
meaning and [therefore] cannot be viewed as an affix. Only when the meaning of the 
character lao was not directly correlated to old age did it begin to become grammaticalized. 
The affix 'lao' comes from this grammaticalization; about this there is no debate in the 
linguistics world. But it is also precisely because of this that it often carries traces of its 
[lexical meaning], making it sometimes difficult to differentiate from the solid word6 'lao' 
(Peng)."7 The purpose of this paper will be to attempt to show, through both quantitative 
and qualitative data analysis how lao has been abstracted and grammaticalized over the 
course of its development as an affix. Two main types of data analysis will be done. First, 
the change in lexical meaning of lao will be tracked and categorized depending on its 
different meanings. This will attempt to show whether or not the lexical meaning of lao 
has been abstracted and grammaticalized while in the process of affixation, tracing the 
percentage in the usage of the original meaning and extended meanings of lao. Second, 
each instance of lao will be categorized depending on whether it acts as a free or bound 
                                                          
4 Both being adjectives that become affixes with similar uses 
5 My translation of 词缀 “老” 的来源和用法 
6 Or 'lexical word', one that has lexical meaning 
7 My translation 
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morpheme. This will be done to analyze how the bound or free nature of the morpheme 
developed throughout the periods studied and to see if lao shifted toward being a bound 
morpheme, and if so, in what ways does the data reflect this.  
2. Methods 
The focus of the current study is vernacular literature; xiao shuo (小说 ). The purposes of 
choosing to study this genre are to remain consistent throughout the various periods 
studied, while also finding somewhat of a middle ground between colloquial and literary 
Chinese. Vernacular literature was chosen over poetry or historical writings, for example, 
in the hope of its best reflecting the Chinese written language in general, connecting pre-
modern sources to modern ones in the most fluid manner possible. Furthermore, there was 
a plentiful amount of data available in this genre for each of the periods studied. The data 
was all taken from Peking University's online corpus of Chinese literature, from the xiao 
shou section of the Tang (618-907), Ming (1368-1644), and Xiandai (1911-1949, 
henceforth referred to as "modern") periods. The first 100 results for lao were taken from 
each period8 and categorized as to their lexical meaning, using the ci yuan, an etymological 
dictionary of Old Chinese, as well as modern Chinese dictionaries to derive the 
meanings/usages. The categories used are:  
1. Old age—referring specifically to a person that is old of age 
2. Commendatory-Respect—used to express respect in addressing others 
                                                          
8 50 were taken from Lao She (老舍) and Zhang Ailing each for the modern period. In the corpus, the Lao She data 
can be found through Xiandai-wen xue-"老舍长篇 1.TXT" and the Zhang Ailing data from Xiandai-wen xue-and 
choosing all four drop down options for that author.  
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3. Commendatory-Kinship—used in addressing siblings to express cordiality between 
them 
4. Long time old—opposite of new; something or someone has been or been doing 
something for a long period of time 
5. Experienced—referring to someone who is very experienced in doing something 
6. Long time old-Experienced—combination of numbers 4 and 5 where the distinction 
between them is ambiguous 
7. Old age-Experienced—combination of 1 and 5 when distinguishing between them 
is ambiguous 
8. Degree modifier—used to modify the degree to which an adjective9 is, or to which 
a verb is done  
9. Lost lexical meaning—does not retain any lexical meaning 
10. Old age-Derogatory—referring to others as old in a derogatory way, old age 
carrying a negative connotation 
11. Resign—a verb referring to a government official resigning from his post 
12. Laozi—referring to the personage or philosophical treatise  
 In a separate quantitative analysis, each lao was categorized in respect to whether it was 
acting as a bound or free morpheme. The lao being classified as a bound morpheme was 
determined by seeing if it could be used alone and still retain the same meaning that it had 
when used in the current contexts or compound words. To give one example, in yelao (野老 , 
field-old) lao can be used as a free morpheme in the Tang period, but not in the modern 
period. This is because the lao in yelao is referring to an old person in the countryside, so 
                                                          
9 These adjectives can be viewed as stative verbs. 
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it is acting as a noun in the current compound. When isolated, lao cannot be used to refer 
to an old person as a noun in the modern period, but it can be in the Tang period.  Therefore, 
it would be classified as bound in the former and free in the latter, because when isolated 
it can retain the meaning and usage that it had when paired with a compound. Due to the 
fact that 100 tokens were taken from each period, each number in the quantitative study 
can refer to a percentage as well. The data will be presented in tables and the results 
discussed in a quantitative manner. Specific examples will then be given to add a 
qualitative dimension to the study.  
 
 
3. Data Results #1: Lexical Meaning and Usage 
Meaning/Usage Tang Period Ming Period Modern Period 
Old age 80 59 58 
Commendatory-
Respect 
5 7 4 
Commendatory-
Kinship 
0 1 5 
Long time old 1 10 10 
Experienced 0 3 2 
Long time old-
Experienced 
2 16 1 
Old age-
Experienced 
1 2 0 
Degree modifier 0 1 16 
Lost lexical meaning 2 0 3 
Old age-Derogatory 0 0 1 
Resign 3 0 0 
Laozi 6 1 0 
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4. Data Analysis #1: Lexical Meaning and Usage 
4.1 Old age 
It can be seen from the top row that the original meaning of lao, 'old age,' did indeed 
decrease in percentage of use over time, at least according to the data collected. This 
supports that claim that the grammaticalization of lao involves a shift away from its 
original adjectival usage. One would then expect that this coincides with the increase in 
the usage of extended and abstracted meanings which would further propel the 
grammaticalization of the morpheme. This will be discussed below. Interestingly, the data 
implies that the main decrease in the usage of lao's original meaning took place between 
the Tang and Ming periods with a 21% decrease, as opposed to the Ming and modern 
periods with a decrease of only 1%.  
      4.2 Commendatory 
From row two it can be seen that lao was associated with the commendatory meaning of 
respect from early on. This makes sense knowing that historically old age and respect were 
closely associated in China. From a Confucian perspective, China has a long history of 
respecting the elderly, filial piety lying at the center of Confucius' ethical-moral system. In 
a cultural context, it should come as no surprise then, that the commendatory meaning 
'respect' can be extrapolated from the original meaning of 'old age' very early on.  
Taken by itself, there seems to be a decrease in the 'Commendatory-Respect' meaning in 
row two. Keeping in mind the conditions of the cultural context above, it might be more 
logical to look at the two commendatory meanings together to see if there is a trend of 
increasing usage.  Combing the two categories does in fact show an increase in usage of 
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commendatory meanings, from 5% to 8% to 9%. Taking the 'Commendatory-Kinship' 
category alone, which, given the early association of old age and respect, is clearly more 
abstract than the 'Commendatory-Respect' usage, there is a clear increase in usage evident. 
To show the relative levels of abstraction take two examples: 
1. lao si (老四 , prefix-numeral)  
2. lao zhu (老朱 , prefix surname)  
The first example shows the kinship usage, where lao is placed in front of an ordinal 
number, in this case four, which denotes the fourth oldest sibling. Regardless of which 
sibling it is however, lao will be used in each case, making it unrelated to the 'Old age' 
meaning. The purpose of this lao then, is to express cordiality between the speaker and the 
object of reference, in this case lao si. There is quite a large gap between the original 
meaning of old and the meaning expressed in example one. The second example however, 
shows a possible logical connection between the original meaning 'Old age' and the respect 
usage. Combining lao with a surname expresses respect on part of the speaker to the person 
addressed. With the aforementioned cultural context in mind, a logical continuity can be 
identified between 'old' zhu and the usage in example two. One could surmise that because 
old age was identified with respect, using the same character for 'old' as a marker of respect 
to address a person was reasonable. If the person named zhu was indeed old, he would 
likely have been respected. This shows that the kinship usage was more abstract than the 
respect usage.  
In the Tang period, there were no occurrences of the kinship usage, possibly due to its 
inexistence at the time. In the Ming period there was one occurrence, and five in the modern 
period. Likely, the 'Commendatory-Kinship' usage came about sometime between the Tang 
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and Ming, and the data suggests that it was much more prominent by the modern period. 
Juxtaposing the two commendatory categories, the data suggests a shift from the respect 
meaning to the more abstract kinship cordiality. These trends suggest an increasing 
abstraction of the meaning of lao in respect to commendatory terms.  
      4.3 Long time old, Experience 
Taking rows four through seven into account, it can be seen that the usage of those more 
abstract extended meanings increased over time as well. This was in conjunction with the 
decrease in use of the original 'Old age' meaning of lao, as stated earlier. This can be 
most clearly seen in the 'Long time old' category, which increased from 1% in the Tang 
period to 10% in both the Ming and modern periods. Like the decrease of 'Old age' lao, 
the major change took place between the Tang and Ming, suggesting a congruency 
between the two. As hypothesized, the data shows that the usage of lao's original 
meaning decreased as the extended meanings which tend toward more abstraction 
increased. Below are a few examples of the manner in which 'Long time old' was used 
which show how it is more abstract than the 'Old age' usage: 
1. lao bing (老病 , old-illness) 
2. lao chen (老臣 , old-minister) 
3. lao zhai (老宅 , old-house) 
These three examples show the extension of the meaning 'old' of lao from people 
exclusively to non-sentient objects like 'house' and more abstract concepts such as 
'illness'. In these three uses lao has shifted from purely referring to the age of human 
beings to a general temporal length. As can be seen with lao chen, the distinction 
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between the meanings 'Long time old' and 'Experienced' is somewhat blurred, hence the 
combination of the two categories in row six. This is because one gains experience by 
doing or being something for a long period of time. The meaning 'Long time old' often 
implies 'Experienced'. In the case of lao chen, an experienced minister is one that has 
held the office of minister for a long time. Likewise, row 7 was added due to the 
meanings 'Old age' and 'Experienced' occasionally being difficult to distinguish between 
for the same reasons as with 'Long time old' and 'Experienced'. 
It should be noted that the 'Long time old-Experienced' category presents somewhat of an 
anomaly, with 16% in the Ming period and only 2% and 1% in the Tang and modern 
periods respectively. This is due to the large quantity of instances of the words dalao 
(大老 , main-leader) and yuanlao (元老 , original-founder) which were both scant in the 
Tang period and absent in the modern period. It was decided to place these two words in 
the 'Long time old-Experienced' category, creating a divergence in the trends mentioned 
above. As a more abstract usage of lao than 'Old age' it was indeed used more in the Ming 
period than the Tang, but the word seems to have fallen out of use by the modern period, 
creating a disturbance in the trend of its increased usage. Perhaps if more quantitative 
studies were done on the same material, dalao and yuanlao wouldn't stand out as much. 
Still, those two words' complete lack of use in the modern period doesn't seem to deny 
the hypothesis of increasing use in more and more lexically abstract forms of lao. The 
increase in their usage from the Tang to Ming period certainly supports it though.  
Overall, the increasing usage of meanings related to experience and general temporality 
support the idea that lao was shifting away from the more concrete, original 'Old age' 
meaning towards more abstract extended meanings. 
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      4.4 Degree modifier 
Perhaps the most striking trend of increased usage is that of the 'Degree modifier' 
category. The data suggests that it was not used at all during the Tang and Ming periods, 
but it occupied 16% of the usage in the modern period. This is seemingly because this 
usage of lao is highly abstract and very different from the original meaning, coming into 
use late in lao's development. To illustrate this, two examples can be given to show its 
use with both adjectives and verbs: 
1.  一     个 个   的         字      都 像    浮   在 半  空 中,  离    着    纸     老    纸。 
       One   cl. cl. nom. character all like float at mid air in, from asp. paper very far 
...every character as if floating in midair, very far away from the paper 
In this usage, lao simply means 'very'. By 'Degree modifier' then, it is meant that lao 
modifies the degree of the adjective. If the adjective is 'far' then lao modifies how far, 
saying that it is 'very far'. The adjective 'far' can also be thought of as a stative verb, in 
which case lao would be acting as an adverb10. 
2. 只有  纸里 老       纸    他    住，   老       有     人       跟   他    纸    些                纸纸儿。 
     Only here always allow him reside, always have people with him say some small 
talk 
     Only is it here that he is always allowed to stay, always having people gossip with 
him. 
                                                          
10 The Modern Chinese Dictionary, 现代汉语词典, states it as such.  
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This usage of the 'Degree modifier' lao is adverbial, modifying the degree to which the 
verb is done in respect to its frequency. It can be rendered as 'always'. 
Lexically, these two uses of lao are oceans apart from the original meaning of 'Old age'. 
It has been highly abstracted and grammaticalized, transitioning from an adjective solely 
used with people to an adverbial degree modifier by no means exclusively used in 
relation to humans, despite the two examples coincidently having that relation.11  The 
'Degree modifier' category reflects the trend of increasing abstraction and 
grammaticalization of lao which the data shows to be deviating further and further away 
from its original meaning as time progressed.  
      4.5 Lost lexical meaning 
Arguably there are no major trends reflected by this category. Consisting of 2%, 0% and 
3% of the data in the Tang, Ming, and modern periods respectively, it would seem 
presumptuous to declare a major increase or decrease in this usage between any of the 
periods. This is due not only to the percentage change being small, but the nature of the 
words represented by this category as well. The words in the 'Lost lexical meaning' 
category all had the same usage, which existed as such since the Tang period. In the Tang 
period there was one instance of laolang (老狼 , wolf) and one of laoshu (老鼠, rat). In the 
modern period there were two instances of laohu (老虎 , tiger) and one of laodoufu12 
(老豆腐 , tofu). The lao in laodoufu seems to be used in a similar way to the other three 
which were all already examples of affixes as early as the Tang period. Due to the 
                                                          
11 For example, feng lao chui zhe (风老吹着, wind always blow asp.),  "The wind (is/was) always blowing." 
12 Referring to a kind of tofu that is processed a certain way. The process however doesn't seem to be related to 
lao. 
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constancy of these usages of lao no major trend can be traced in the development of this 
category of usage relevant to the abstraction, grammaticalization and affixation of lao in 
the period studied.  
      4.7 Old age-Derogatory 
With the minute amount of data relevant to this category not much can be definitively 
extracted from it. It is interesting though that the use of lao in reference to other people, 
carrying both the meaning of 'Old age' and a derogatory connotation, only appeared in the 
modern period. With the early association of old age and respect discussed above, it 
would be interesting to see if old age carries more and more negative connotations as the 
period studied approaches the modern age. There could perhaps be some interesting 
repercussions of modernization and westernization on the increasing derogatory use of 
'Old age' lao. Due to the insignificant amount of data gathered in this category, this will 
have to remain a topic for potential future study.  
      4.8 Resign 
This usage of lao is another interesting find which the data suggests had gone out of use 
sometime before the Ming period. This category is significant in that it is relatively 
concretely related to the original meaning of lao. An official's resignation was usually 
due to their old age, therefore a logical continuity can be drawn between the 'Old age' 
meaning and the meaning of resigning due to one's being old. This lao was only present 
in the Tang period data, which perhaps suggests that as lao was being used more 
frequently with its more abstract extended meanings, the meanings more concretely 
associated with 'Old age' became less frequently used.  
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      4.9 Laozi 
Not much of a conclusion can be drawn from this final category. Being a philosopher (or 
group of them) and the name of the text derived from him that arose several centuries 
before the common era, the meaning of Laozi was set long before any of the periods 
studied. Perhaps the original meaning of Laozi was indeed 'old master', but regardless of 
the manner in which lao was used in the name back then, by the Tang period it was 
simply 'Laozi', used in the text analyzed here to refer to the personage and philosophical 
treatise. 
     5. Data Results #2: lao as Free vs. Bound Morpheme 
 Tang Period Ming Period Modern Period 
Bound 29 47 58 
Free 71 53 42 
 
       6. Data Analysis #2: lao as Free vs. Bound Morpheme 
From the data collected here, there can be seen a clear increase in the number of lao as 
bound morphemes and decrease in the number of lao as free morphemes. The data 
suggests that the most dramatic change in this respect was of 18% between the Tang and 
Ming periods, with a smaller but still significant change of 11% between the Ming and 
modern periods. Surprisingly, this doesn't coincide with the massive change in written 
Chinese from mainly monosyllabic to mainly disyllabic13 during the language reforms in 
the modern period. Interestingly though, it does agree with the lexical change of lao, with 
the majority of the categories changing the most between the two earliest periods rather 
                                                          
13 Monosyllabic meaning each syllable/character equals one word, bisyllabic meaning two syllables/characters 
comprise a word 
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than the later two, whether it be the decrease in the use of the original 'Old age' lao or 
increase in the more abstract forms of lao, such as 'Long time old'.  As lao became 
abstracted and grammaticalized during its journey to becoming an affix it would make 
sense for it being increasingly used as a bound morpheme, an affix being an extreme 
example of such. There were multiple ways in which lao's originally free morphological 
nature can be seen shifting to a bound one.  
One example of these shifts is when 'Old age' lao is used as the first component of a two-
character compound. In many of the compound words of this type, the lao can be used by 
itself in earlier periods, while the character it's paired with is able to be separated and 
retain the same meaning. In later periods the same two characters can only be taken as 
one word, and when separated cannot retain the same meaning or usage. In other words, 
lao began to be fixed into compounds. For example: 
1. lao nong (老农 , old-farmer) 
2. lao fu (老妇 , old-woman) 
In the Tang period, lao, nong, and fu can all be used individually as words while retaining 
the meaning they do in these compounds. Nong can be used alone as a noun meaning 
farmer or peasant,  fu can be used alone meaning woman, and lao can be used meaning 
'old of age' in the adjectival sense, modifying a noun. In the modern period however, 
nong and fu cannot be used in this way. To say farmer/peasant one would have to pair 
nong with min (民, people/folk), creating nongmin. Likewise, to say woman,  fu would 
have to pair with nü (女, female) to create funü. Therefore, laonong and laofu must both 
be taken as whole compound words. In other examples, the compounding of lao and 
another morpheme cause them both to be bound when used in that compound, despite 
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both being free morphemes when used individually, regardless of the time period in 
which they occur. Take the following word that only appears in the modern text for 
example: 
1. Laotou (老头 , old-head) 
Lao could potentially be used to refer to a person's head, but the lao and tou in this word 
are mutually conditioning as to the resultative meaning of the compound. Separate, they 
are 'old' and 'head', but as a compound word laotou means 'old man'. Therefore, the two 
morphemes lao and tou mutually condition each other to be bound morphemes. These 
three examples show that lao's morphological nature developed towards being bound 
when used in the first character of a compound.  
When lao is used as the second character in compounds a similar trend arises. Take the 
example given in the introduction: 
1. yelao (野老 , countryside-old (person)) 
Here, lao is used as a noun meaning 'old person' and is modified by ye which tells that the 
old person is a peasant/farmer or lives in the countryside. In the Tang period this lao is a 
free morpheme because at that time lao could be used by itself as a noun meaning 'old 
person', retaining the meaning it has in the compound yelao. Contrastly, in the modern 
period lao cannot be used in this way, and similar to the fu in laofu it must be paired with 
another character to attain the meaning 'old person'. It can, for instance, pair with ren (人, 
person) to create laoren meaning 'old person', but in this case the lao is an adjective 
modifying a noun. In many cases of lao being used as the second component of a 
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compound in this way it can only act as a free morpheme in the earlier periods, and by 
the modern period must be declared to be a bound morpheme.  
Another aspect that supports the idea that lao's development towards becoming a bound 
morpheme relates to its grammaticalization and affixation is that more abstract usages of 
lao tend to be bound morphemes. For example: 
1. lao mu (老母 , old-mother) 
There were two different usages of lao mu in the Tang period data. One usage has the 
meaning 'old mother', where both lao and mu are free morphemes. The 'old' is simply an 
adjective modifying the 'mother', and mu was used by itself as a noun with the meaning 
'mother' in the same text, which proves it is a free morpheme. In the same period, when 
lao mu is used to refer to one's mother while speaking with her it has the 'Commendatory-
Respect' meaning. In this case, mu still simply means 'mother', but the lao no longer 
means 'old'. Instead, it is attached to the noun mu to express respect towards the mu 
(mother) when addressing her. To dissociate the lao from mu in this usage would render 
it meaningless. Although in both cases the word is lao mu, in the case that lao is used as 
its original adjectival 'Old age' it is a free morpheme, but when it is used in the more 
abstract, grammaticalized 'Commendatory-Respect' meaning it is a bound morpheme.  
Many of the other abstract uses of lao that increase in frequency of use throughout the 
periods studied also tend to be scenarios in which lao is a bound morpheme. Consider the 
following: 
1. laosi (老四 , prefix-numeral) 
2. laozhu (老朱 , prefix-surname) 
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3. kangwanglao (康王老 , name-suffix) 
4. Lao yuan (老远 , very-far) 
As seen in section 4, these usages are all increasingly prevalent as the time periods 
become more modern and they are all examples of abstract uses of lao, which diverge 
greatly from its original meaning. The first three are clearly bound morphemes, given that 
they are attached to a number denoting the order in age of a sibling, a surname, and a 
person's name going down the list. Example one expresses cordiality between siblings 
when referencing them, and the second and third examples are attached to names to 
express respect for that person when addressing them. Similar to the 'Commendatory-
Respect' usage of lao in laomu above, to divorce lao from the first three example words 
would render the lao meaningless, making it a bound morpheme. Similarly, for the fourth 
example the adverb lao can only be used when attached to certain stative verbs and can 
only be used to mean 'very', not being able to be used freely by itself. It too can be 
considered a bound morpheme. These examples serve to show that these more abstract 
uses of lao which tend to be used more frequently in the modern time period(s) are 
usually bound morphemes.  
       7. Conclusion and Future Directions 
This study has given both quantitative and qualitative evidence to support the hypothesis 
that in the process of affixation lao has developed in the direction of becoming a bound 
morpheme in multiple ways. Furthermore, it shows that over the course of the three 
periods studied, the lexical meaning of lao shifted away from the original meaning 
towards extended abstract meanings in its frequency of use. To bolster the data presented 
above, future studies could analyze data collected from the time periods missing here, 
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namely the periods prior to Tang, in between Tang and Ming, in between Ming and the 
modern Xiandai period, and finally the post-Xiandai 'contemporary' period (Dangdai). 
Additionally, further, and ideally larger, quantities of data could be taken from the 
periods analyzed in this study to support the claims made here or, potentially, to falsify 
them.  
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        9. Appendices 




























15.1...岁为琥魄，琥魄千岁为 {殹瘆玉，愈久则愈精也。鷅鸟千岁为鸩，愈老则 毒也。 
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：‘遣纸大唐皇帝云： 若往霍邑，宜纸南...  
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。”帝喜曰： “纸纸得之，吾其决矣。三占...  
39.5...大郎、二郎曰： “今日之行，在卿两将。景色如此，天似纸人。唯恐老生怯而不战，闭门城守。其



















40.1壬午，帝引霍邑城内老生文武长幼见而劳之曰： “老生之外，孤无所咎。纵卿不诚于孤，亦当 ... 
40.2壬午，帝引霍邑城内老生文武长幼见而劳之曰： “老生之外，孤无所咎。纵卿不诚于孤，亦当以赤心
相仰。 ”乃纸纸授官，... 
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。”元礼曰： “明公纸而纸我，我得已乎今...  
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        9.3 Modern text: 
        9.3.1 老舍 
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